Dear Kitchen Gardener,

I want to take this opportunity to thank the hundreds of volunteers, donors and businesses that helped support our work and keep our programs underway throughout 2015.

These results above would not have been possible without the generous support of individuals, businesses and Foundations that helped fund our work. We’re especially grateful to many of our new and returning funders, including the Coulombe Family Foundation, the Lillian Goldman Charitable Trust, the Jane B. Ackerly Foundation, GrowVeg.com, the Horizon Foundation, the Elmina B. Sewall Foundation, and the Samdhana Foundation.

In 2015, KGI’s Sow It Forward program offered mini-grants of cash, seeds, supplies and technical support to a wide variety of nonprofit causes to help them start and grow food gardens. These included food banks, homeless shelters, schools, community gardens, tribal and other organizations. A significant portion of the funds raised were directed to our SeedMoney program, which runs a 30-day pilot program throughout the year.

As part of our application process, we ask grant applicants to identify the their intention to use grant funds. In 2015, we offered grants to 200 garden projects in the US and abroad, 25% more than the previous year. These grants went to help a diverse group of food garden projects serving the needs of community, youth and food bank gardens.

Onward!

You’re inspiring us to think even bigger about what we can accomplish together in the months and years to come.
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THANKS!